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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, in every country urban areas are growing and expanding. Information about urban structures and their 

temporal changes is very important, e.g. for monitoring health conditions of urban centers and planning purposes 

in different fields. Depending on the task the requirements concerning, resolution, precision, coverage, reliability, 

repetition, actuality, reliability, etc. are very different and are crucial for the optimal platform (e.g. airborne or 

spaceborne) and sensor system (e.g. optical, infrared, lidar, or radar). An increasing demand on high resolution 

sensors systems can be observed for analyzing urban areas and man-made objects. Due to the poor spatial 

resolutions of provided images in the passed decades, an Earth mapping by satellite imagery has been mainly 

limited to natural landscapes. Often the phenomena to be observed did not need high image resolution as they 

could be monitored on scales of many tens of meters. But, this is not sufficient for urban areas. Here, the main 

structure of the objects in the scene (buildings, streets, etc..) has dimensions that are often in the scale of tens of 

meters while many other items are even smaller (windows, balconies, cars and so on). Consequently, high 

resolution is an important requirement for an adequate, not coarse description of this kind of scene. Fortunately, in 

the last decades new technologies have been developed to this aim. In the field of remote sensing, an important 

role is played by satellite systems with high resolution sensors working in optical and radar domain. In the optical 

domain IKONOS and QUICKBIRD capture images with a ground sampling distance (GSD) of 1 m and better. In 

contrast to optical sensors Synthetic Aperture Radars (SAR) allow working day and night and in almost all 

weather conditions. With the development and launch of new sophisticated Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 

systems such as Terra SAR-X, Radarsat-2 and COSMO/Skymed, urban remote sensing based on SAR data has 

reached a new dimension. The new systems deliver data with much higher resolution than existing SAR satellite 

systems. Interferometric, polarimetric and different imaging modes have paved the way to new urban remote 

sensing The German radar satellite TerraSAR-X was launched on 15 June 2007 and is able to operate in the 

"Spotlight" mode with 10 x 10 km scenes at a resolution of 1-2 meters. Independent of the TerraSAR-X mission 

first satellites with ultra high resolution sensors were successfully launched within the German defense program 

“SAR Lupe”. Modern airborne SAR systems provide spatial sampling with decimeter spacing. An example of an 



SAR image taken by the MEMPHIS sensor is shown in Fig.1. For comparison an aerial image of the same area 

with a GSD of 10cm is shown in Fig. 2. 

2. MULTI ASPECT SAR IMAGES 

A combination of image data acquired from different imaging modes or even from different sensors is assumed to 

improve the detection and identification of man-made objects in urban areas. If the extraction fails to detect an 

object in one SAR view, it might succeed in another view illuminated from a more favorable direction. Previous 

research has shown that the utilization of multi-aspect data (i.e. data of the same scene, but acquired from 

different directions) improves the results. This has been tested both for building recognition and reconstruction 

[2],[7] and for road extraction [8],[3],[4]. 

Multi-aspect images supply the interpreter with both complementary and redundant information. However, due to 

complexity of the SAR data, the information is also often contradicting. Especially in urban areas, the complexity 

arises through dominant scattering caused by building structures, traffic signs and metallic objects in cities. 

Furthermore one has to deal with the imaging characteristics of SAR, such as speckle-affected images, 

foreshortening, layover, and shadow [5]. For understanding these effects SAR simulations are very helpfull 

. Fig.1: SAR image of Munich, Test area TUM, GSD: 
approx. 0.2 m x 0.2 m, MEMPHIS, FGAN-FHR 

Fig. 2:  Aerial image of Munich, Test area TUM,, GSD: 
approx. 0.1 m x 0.1 m, AEROWEST/GOOGLE INC  

Fig. 3:  Road extraxtion in differnt aspect SAR images 



[1],[4]. A correct fusion step has the ability to combine information from different sources, which in the end is 

more accurate and better than the information acquired from one sensor alone. 

In general, better accuracy is obtained by fusing information closer to the source and working on the 

signal level. But in contrary to multi-spectral optical images, a fusion of multi-aspect SAR data on pixel-

level hardly makes any sense. SAR data is far too complex [6]. Instead of fusing pixel-information, 

features (line primitives) shall be fused. Decision-level fusion means that an estimate (decision) is made 

based on the information from each sensor alone and these estimates are subsequently combined in a 

fusion process. Techniques for decision-level fusion worthy of mention are fuzzy-theory, Dempster-

Shafer’s method and Bayesian theory.  
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